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Abstract. Seismocardiography (SCG) is the measurement of vibrations in the
sternum caused by the beating of the heart. Precise cardiac mechanical timings that
are easily obtained from SCG are critically dependent on accurate identification of
fiducial points.
So far, SCG annotation has relied on concurrent ECG measurements. An algorithm
capable of annotating SCG without the use any other concurrent measurement was
designed. We subjected 18 participants to graded lower body negative pressure. We
collected ECG and SCG, obtained R peaks from the former, and annotated the latter
by hand, using these identified peaks. We also annotated the SCG automatically.
We compared the isovolumic moment timings obtained by hand to those obtained
using our algorithm. Mean ± confidence interval of the percentage of accurately
annotated cardiac cycles were 97.2 ± 3.7%, 93.0 ± 4.6%, 76.9 ± 14.9%, 61.6 ± 17.2%,
and 65.0 ± 14.0% for levels of negative pressure 0, −20, −30, −40, and −50 mmHg.
LF/HF ratios, the relative power of low-frequency variations to high-frequency
variations in heart-beat intervals, obtained from isovolumic moments were also
compared to those obtained from R peaks. The mean differences ± confidence interval
were 0.16 ± 0.18, −0.04 ± 0.46, 1.02 ± 0.70, 1.22 ± 0.61, and 2.31 ± 1.09 for increasing
levels of negative pressure.
The accuracy and consistency of the algorithm enables the use of SCG as a standalone heart monitoring tool in healthy individuals at rest, and could serve as a basis
for an eventual application in pathological cases.
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Figure 1: Example electrocardiogram (ECG), seismocardiogram (SCG), and SCG profile
with relevant fiducial points. The profile is obtained from the Morlet wavelet transform
of the SCG by isolating the frequency with highest power in the [20, 60] Hz band, and
returning its power in the time domain.

1. Introduction
Seismocardiography (SCG) is the measurement of thoracic vibrations recorded from
accelerometers placed on the sternum. The signal was originally recorded by Roman
Baevsky and used to monitor cosmonauts [1]. During the 90’s Salerno and Zanetti
used the technology for diagnosis of coronary artery disease [2]. Recent developments in
MEMS accelerometer technology have rekindled research interest in the technique [3, 4].
Peaks observed in SCG have been related to significant cardiac events, the main ones
being mitral valve closing (MC), aortic valve opening (AO) and isovolumic moment (IM)
during the systolic cycle, and aortic valve closure (AC) during the diastolic cycle (Fig.
1). The assignment of these fiducial points was based on concurrent echocardiogram
analysis with SCG morphology [5, 6]. Precise cardiac mechanical timings are obtained
from SCG at less cost and lower technical difficulty than other standard techniques,
most notably echocardiography and MRI. However, the measurements of these timings
from SCG depend critically on accurate identification of fiducial points [7, 8].
Heart rate variability (HRV) analysis is a practical and widely used noninvasive
technique to study the autonomic control of the cardiovascular system [9]. The
sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems have complementary excitatory and
inhibitory effects on the heart, respectively. The interplay between these systems cause
the heart rate to exhibit regular oscillations under normal conditions. These oscillations
in the steady-state heart rate are dominated by two frequencies. In the low-frequency
range of [0.04, 0.15] Hz, baroreflex mediated oscillations are centered around a frequency
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of ≈ 0.1 Hz. These oscillations are largely due to time delays inherent to the processes
involved in arterial constriction and dilation [10]. Because of this, power in this band is
often used to quantify sympathetic activity [11, 12]. Likewise, oscillations in the highfrequency range of [0.15, 0.4] Hz centered around the breathing frequency are mediated
by respiratory sinus arrhythmia, and are often used to quantify vagal parasympathetic
activity [13].
The heartbeat intervals (HBi) used for HRV analysis are predominantly
obtained from electrocardiogram (ECG) R peaks, with some exceptions such as
photoplethysmography (PPG) peaks [14]. Recently, mechanical cardiac signals have
provided alternatives for HBi acquisition. SCG and Ballistocardiograms (BCG) are the
primary examples of such signals. BCG measures the recoil of the body due to aortic
blood circulation and can be recorded from weight scales and bed sensors [4]. The
comparison of HRV indices obtained from alternative and conventional methods has
been used to test the consistency of the HBi estimation.
The modern-day ubiquity of accelerometers in wearable devices and smart phones
could make SCG an inexpensive data acquisition tool. Such devices have been used to
obtain HBi [15, 16, 17], and the possibility of using SCG to obtain HRV indices has been
reported [17, 18, 19]. BCG has also been used to consistently measure heartbeat intervals
[20, 21, 22]. Additionally, correctly annotated BCG has been shown to return valid HBi
and HRV indices when compared to those obtained from ECG [23, 24] and PPG [25]. In
all these studies, however, the identification algorithms either depended on concurrent R
peak identification, or did not report the accuracy of fiducial point identification. The
eventual use of SCG as a stand-alone application without concurrent ECG or PPG,
either at home or in the laboratory, depends on the accurate and consistent automatic
identification of fiducial points with minimal user input.
The goal of this study was to develop and test SCG fiducial point identification
software capable of returning valid HRV indices while requiring no input from the user.
Core concepts for the algorithm were the elaboration of a function model for systolic
vibration cycles, as well as an optimization function capable of accurately fitting this
model to the in-vivo signal.
Accuracy of fiducial point identification differs importantly from the consistency
necessary to obtain valid HRV indices. While HRV depends on consistent beat-to-beat
identification of any one feature in systolic cycles, precise mechanical timings depend on
the accurate identification of a particular fiducial point. To this end, our team has been
involved in the development of an algorithm capable of estimating the location of IM
points in some segments of a five minutes of recording [26]. The present study builds
on these few identified points, filling the gaps between them.
In order to test the software’s ability to correctly identify SCG fiducial points
in a variety of conditions, it was applied on a dataset recorded from subjects who
were exposed to lower body negative pressure (LBNP). The technique lowers blood
pressure, which decreases parasympathetic and increases sympathetic outflow, which
in turn increases heart rate, cardiac contractility, and total peripheral resistance. It is
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used to investigate the reaction of the cardiovascular system to stress similar to standing,
hypovolemia or hemorrhage, but with minimal muscle pump effect and no vestibular
stimuli, thus isolating a purer cardiovascular response [7, 27, 28]. Previous work on this
dataset showed that HRV indices could be obtained from manually identified fiducial
points [18].
2. Methods
2.1. Data collection and annotation
A total of 18 participants took part in this study, including three female and fifteen
males, (age: 27.6 ± 1.7 years, weight: 71.2 ± 5.4 kg and height: 174.3 ± 3.2 cm). None
of the participants had any documented cardiac abnormality. Signals were recorded at
the Aerospace Physiology Laboratory under an ethics approval from the Simon Fraser
University Research Ethics Board. Participants followed the informed consent procedure
and signed consent forms.
Each participant’s lower body was placed in a negative pressure chamber and sealed
at the iliac crest. Vacuum was applied to the chamber to drop the box pressure to −20,
−30, −40 and −50 mmHg progressively. The participants were kept at each stage for
five minutes and were returned to normal pressure at the end of the −50 mmHg stage.
If a participant exhibited a sudden decrease in heart rate or blood pressure or if they
expressed any discomfort and wanted to stop, the negative pressure was immediately
terminated.
SCG was acquired by a high sensitivity accelerometer (Brüel Kjær model 4381,
Nærum, Denmark) placed on the xiphoid process of the sternum. The participants
were in the supine position and the signals were recorded in back-to-front direction,
perpendicular to the body surface. The ECG signal was simultaneously acquired
through the NI 9205 analog input module (National Instruments, Austin, TX).
The filter banks algorithm [29] was used to identify the QRS complexes of the ECG.
On the SCG, IM and AO points were assigned as the local minimum and maximum
following each R peak. The AC point was assigned as at the beginning of the downslope
of the local minimum in a window of radius 50 ms centred 350 ms after the Q-wave.
The software annotations were imported to the HFM Waveform Analysis software
(Heart Force Medical, Vancouver, Canada) and were manually corrected. An algorithm
described in detail later in this paper (subsection 2.2) was then used to identify IM
points without the use of R peaks.
It has been previously shown that HBi obtained with either AO peaks or IM peaks
can be used to compute valid HRV indices [18]. Since previous results indicated that
IM identification could be more consistent than AO identification [30], our algorithm
first identified IM peaks, and from them obtained AO and MC.
HBi obtained from R peaks and SCG fiducial points were computed and resampled
at 5 Hz using a shape-preserving piecewise cubic interpolation method. We also obtained
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HBi from the identified profile peaks and resampled it using the same technique.
For all LBNP levels and participants, the power spectral density of the filtered
HBi time series was computed using Welch’s method [31], and normalized frequencydomain HRV indices were obtained. Normalized HRV indices measure ratios between
the energy of the signal in relevant frequency bands. For example, the HF norm index
is the proportion of signal’s power that lies in the high-frequency spectrum ([0.15, 0.4]
Hz)
HF norm =

Z 0.4

2

|ŝ(f )|

0.15

 Z 0.4

|ŝ(f )|2 ,

(1)

0.04

where ŝ is the Fourier transform of the signal s. LF norm is its low-frequency ([0.04, 0.15]
Hz) analog. Frequency-domain indices were chosen over time-domain indices to reflect
their dominant use in research on cardiac autonomic control, and normalized indices
were chosen over absolute indices since the former are unreliable for comparisons between
individuals [9].
To quantify the accuracy of the algorithm, the time difference between handannotated and automatically annotated IM, AO, and MC points was computed. For
each point obtained by hand, the closest analogous point obtained automatically was
identified. To prevent comparisons in heart cycles where noise prevented automatic
identification of fiducial points, or where ECG noise prevented identification of the R
peak, the minimum heart period using IM points obtained by hand was computed. Only
the pairs of IM points that differed in time by less than 2/3 the minimum HBi were
then kept.
Signal analysis was performed with Matlab 2014b (Mathworks, MA, USA), and
statistical analysis with JMP 11.2 (SAS Institute Inc, NC, USA). Values reported are
mean ± 95% confidence interval. Confidence interval was computed as 1.95 times the
standard error within the LBNP level.
2.2. Detailed identification algorithm
1. Heart-rate envelope. A moving average of the absolute value of the SCG signal was
computed with parameters designed to obtain an envelope with a period of exactly
one cardiac cycle [26]. The purpose of this initial envelope was to replace the ECG
R-wave for cardiac cycle identification. To allow the modification of the envelope’s
parameters over the duration of data collection, they were optimised on ten-second
segments. These parameters were the width Wn of the window in ms, which ranged
from 256 to 384, and the cutoff frequency Fc of the lowpass filter in Hz, which ranged
from 10 to 20. The initial estimate for IM was then set to be 60 ms after each heartrate envelope peak. The obtained annotations were separated by gaps of at least
two seconds to avoid overlap. Other gaps occurred in the pre-annotations when the
standard deviation of the heart rate for a segment was above 5 bmp, usually because
too much noise was present.
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The rest of the algorithm described below was developed to fill in these gaps and
refine the overall estimation (Fig. 2).

1. Pre
annotated 10second sections
with gaps.

2. Beat-to-beat
rejection.

3. Gap fill.

4. Estimate
revision.

IM point
timings.

Figure 2: Summary of the isovolmic moment (IM) point identification algorithm. The
input are a few very good estimates of IM points that come from a previously described
algorithm [26]. The rejection step cleans the initial estimates by imposing further
rigorous criteria. The next step fills the gaps between these few very good estimates.
The last step uses the estimates, which are close to IM points, to determine the exact
location of the IM points.
2. Beat-to-beat rejection.
(a) Computation of the SCG profile. This process created a time series used to
identify systolic and diastolic vibrations.
A Morlet wavelet transform of order six was performed on the filtered SCG
signal. This wavelet consists of a cosine wave modulated by a Gaussian function
such that six periods fit in 95% of the Gaussian’s area. The sum of the resulting
time-frequency power over time was then obtained,
S(f ) =

X

|s̃(t, f )|,

(2)

t

where s̃(t, f ) is the wavelet transform of the signals. The frequency fp where S
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attained its maximum was computed such that
S(fp ) = max (S(f )).

(3)

The profile P (see Figs. 1, 3, and 4 for examples) was then computed as the
mean power for the frequencies around fp ,
fp+2

P (t) =

X

s̃(t, f )/5.

(4)

fp−2

(b) Rejection of estimates using HBi. The gap filling portions of the algorithm (step
2) relied critically on a certain number of accurate initial guesses. Because of
this, strict rules were applied to first reject annotations which were doubtful.
Both this and the following sub-step created more gaps in the indices obtained
from the pre-annotations, and widened the ones that already existed.
HBi was computed for each pre-annotated section. Within these sections, if
successive intervals differed by more than a threshold value T , they were rejected.
If 3 or more consecutive heart beats did not deviate from each other by more
than T , they were kept.
This process assumed that heart period rarely changes by more than some value
in a single beat. Here, T was set as 3 times the interquartile range of HBi
including all sections if this value was ∈ [120, 300] ms. Otherwise, it was set at
either 120 or 300 ms, whichever was closest. The threshold T was purposely low
to favour false negatives over false positives.


if 3 · iqr(HBi) ∈ [120, 300]

 3 · iqr(HBi)
T =



300

if 3 · iqr(HBi) > 300

(5)




 120

if 3 · iqr(HBi) < 120,
where iqr is the interquartile range. The interquartile range was chosen for its
ability to ignore outliers.
(c) Rejection of estimates that look like diastolic cycles. The misidentification of
diastolic cycles as systolic cycles for entire sections was a recurrent problem.
Because such systematic misidentifications did not affect HBi, and thus were
not picked up by T , another rejection criterion had to be designed.
For each identified profile peak pn in the section, the profile peaks directly before
(pn−1 ) and after it (pn+1 ) were identified. For the section, if pn −pn−1 < pn+1 −pn
for all initially identified peaks, the section was rejected (Fig. 3). This process
assumed that systolic cycles were closer to the subsequent diastolic cycle than
to the preceding diastolic cycle.
This process was repeated after each other step.
3. Gap fill. There were three kinds of gaps: 2-second gaps to avoid overlaps in the initial
guesses, 10-second gaps because pre-annotation failed for an entire section (usually
because of noise), and gaps that were created by the previous step (2).
The gap filling process relied on minimizing the standard deviation of the HBi time
series, taking into account the sections immediately preceding and following the gap.
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Figure 3: Example SCG profile showing exclusion criterion for diastolic peaks labeled
mistakenly as systolic peaks. Here, odd peaks {p1 , p3 , p5 } are systolic, and even peaks
{p2 , p4 , p6 } are diastolic. Top Correctly identified systolic peaks are closer to the next
diastolic peak than the previous diastolic peak. Bottom. Incorrectly identified diastolic
peaks are closer to the previous systolic peak than the next systolic peak.

For a given gap, candidate profile peaks were identified as local maxima higher
than half the median of the relevant sections (Fig. 4). The sections immediately
preceding and following the gap were appended with all possible combinations of the
candidates. For each combination, standard deviation of HBi was computed. The set
of candidates that minimized the standard deviation were kept for further analysis.
This process relied on the assumption that fluctuations in HBi over a limited time
are small.
If a gap between sections was longer than 10 s, the process proceeded analogously to
the manner previously described, but included only the section immediately preceding
the gap and 3 s of the beginning of the gap profile. This initial narrowing of the gap
was followed by the same technique, but including the section immediately following
the gap and 3 s of the ending of the gap profile. This gap-narrowing process was
repeated until the gap became shorter than 10 s.
The output of this step, a sequence of systolic profile peaks, was also used to compute
an HBi time series.
4. Estimate revision.
(a) Fit of a model to the participant’s median systolic cycle. This process assumed
that at least half of the profile peaks correctly identified systolic cycles, and that
the absolute minimum of the SCG during systolic cycles is consistent in time.
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Figure 4: Example SCG profile with previously identified systolic peaks in green circles
and gap-filling candidates in red asterisks. To identify which candidates were correct,
the heart period time series was computed using the previously identified systolic peaks
and all possible candidate combinations. The correct candidates were then identified as
the combination that minimized the standard deviation of the heart period.
For each profile peak, the absolute minimum of the SCG signal within a 200
ms radius was identified. Segments of 400 ms of the SCG signal were then
centered around those minima, and their median was computed (Fig. 5 Top).
The resulting median was normalized by dividing it by its maximum absolute
value. The normalized median was windowed by the function exp(−(t/100)2 )
to emphasize vibrational peaks that occurred relatively close to the segment’s
minimum. The value of 100 for the time constant of the window was not critical,
and values from 70 to 150 yielded similar results.
The model was defined as the function

 5
2π X
f (t, x0 , p, φi ) = A · sin (t − x0 ) ·
·
φi
(6)
p
i=1
where A normalized the maximum to 1, t was time, x0 was a time shift which
was constrained to [−30, 30] ms and represented the point exactly between IM
and AO, p was the period which was constrained to [20, 60] ms, and each φi was
a compactly supported gaussian defined as


 

−2(x − xi ) 2

 B · exp
,
for |x − xi | < p/2
p
φi =
(7)


 0,
otherwise
where the xi were centered at the MC, IM, AO, post-AO, and post-post-
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AO peaks, respectively (Fig. 5). The amplitudes B of the gaussians were
constrained, respectively from left to right, to [0.1, 0.6], [0.3, 1], [0.9, 1], [0.1, 1],
and [0.1, 1]. The amplitude constraints were designed from repeated observation
to emulate normal signal morphology. The function in Equation 7 was designed
for this study to match repeated empirical observations on normal SCG cycles,
with the assumption that the frequency of SCG fiducial points was regular
within cycles. The model was inspired by the Morlet wavelet, replacing its
single modulating Gaussian with five narrower ones.
To determine the initial values of the parameters, the two SCG segment minima,
and two SCG segment maxima that differed by at least 20 ms were identified.
By comparing the timings of these extrema it was determined if the left-most
maximum was a MC point or an AO point. The initial period p was then
set to be the distance between these two maxima, and either the MC and AO
amplitudes, or the AO and post-post-AO amplitudes to their respective SCG
segment maxima values. The initial IM and post-AO amplitudes were set to
their respective SCG segment minima values. If the two maxima were not both
above 0.6, the initial values were set by default to p = 40, and amplitudes
= {0.2, 0.8, 0.9, 0.5, 0.1}.
The model was fitted by a simplex search method [32], implemented in Matlab
as fminsearch, to minimize a distance function D defined as
d1 X
·
w(t) · d2 (t),
(8)
D=
p
t
where d1 is the mean distance between the two maxima and two minima of the
model and signal, respectively, d2 is the square point-wise difference between the
signal and the model, and w(t) is a weighing function that favours the beginning
of the cycle over its end. The weighing function w(t) was necessary because,
while inter-participant differences in the beginning of systolic cycles are minimal,
differences in their end are substantial. The weighing function w(t) was then
designed as a decaying sigmoid defined as
w(t) = 0.8 · tan−1





− 0.05 · (t − (3.5 · p)) + 1.2.

(9)

The parameters of the sigmoid were chosen for w(t) to be ≈ 1 before AO, and
drop to ≈ 0 beyond post-post-AO. These parameters were optimized through
trial and error, and variations of the order of ±20% affected the results only
marginally.
The model resulting from this process was assumed to represent a generic systolic
cycle for the participant at that LBNP level.
(b) Fit of a model to each systolic cycle. This process fitted the generic model
obtained in step 4(a) to all systolic cycles of the participant, for a particular level
of LBNP. For each identified profile peak, the distance function D (Equation 8)
was minimized with respects to x0 only (Equation 7).
This process implicitly returned timing estimates for MC, IM, and AO points.
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Figure 5: Top Seismocardiogram within 200 ms of all identified profile peaks (n = 349)
of a single participant, centered around their minimums. The median of the resulting
signals is shown (black). All segments were normalized to their maximum absolute
value. Identifying fiducial points to local maxima or minima is a standard technique for
automatic identification [15, 16, 17, 19] and for this participant would return at least
some misidentified peaks. Bottom The median SCG obtained above (grey) with its
corresponding model (black). The model is the function in equation 7 with x0 = −8
ms, p = 50 ms, and the amplitudes of the gaussians = {0.2, 0.5, 0.9, 1, 0.8}, respectively.
The model returns implicit timing estimates for the SCG fiducial points.

(c) Refinement of each estimate. While SCG fiducial points are always local signal
extrema, the timings estimates obtained in the previous sub-step were often
a slight distance from the nearest relevant extremum. For each estimate, the
SCG extremum within a window of radius p/4 was identified. The estimate was
then moved to the identified extremum and these steps were repeated until a
minimum relative to the window was reached.
3. Results
The measurement of accuracy compared automatic annotations to hand annotations.
For each LBNP level and each subject, the percentage of accurately identified IM points
was computed. An identification was considered accurate when the difference between
the timing of the hand-identified IM point and the automatically identified IM point was
zero. Table 1 shows the mean percentage of accurately annotated cycles with respect to
the total number of cycles where both automatic- and hand-annotations were present
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Table 1: Mean ± confidence interval in percentage (%) of accuracy, missing annotations,
and isovolumic moment heart rate variability index errors for all participants (n = 18)
and each level of LBNP.

IM accuracy

Baseline
97.2 ± 3.7

−20
93.0 ± 4.6

−30
76.9 ± 14.9

−40
61.6 ± 17.2

−50
65.0 ± 14.0

AO accuracy

96.2 ± 4.2

91.7 ± 5.5

73.8 ± 16.0

58.8 ± 19.1

60.4 ± 17.4

MC accuracy

96.2 ± 3.7

93.5 ± 4.3

80.9 ± 14.1

70.7 ± 15.4

72.8 ± 12.7

9 ± 4.5

16.5 ± 10.1

19.6 ± 10.7

26.1 ± 9.2

22.8 ± 6.5

12 ± 6.7

12.5 ± 7.3

13.5 ± 7.0

13.2 ± 7.0

12.0 ± 5.6

0.5 ± 0.9

0.3 ± 0.3

1.0 ± 1.9

0.3 ± 0.4

0.2 ± 0.3

HF norm err.

−1.3 ± 1.7

−0.2 ± 2.9

−5.3 ± 3.6∗

−6.3 ± 3.2∗

−9.5 ± 4.6∗

LF norm err.

1.3 ± 1.9

0.2 ± 3.3

5.7 ± 3.7∗

6.3 ± 3.7∗

10.0 ± 4.8∗

0.16 ± 0.18

0.04 ± 0.46

1.02 ± 0.70∗

1.22 ± 0.61∗

2.30 ± 1.09∗

Missing IM
(automatic)
Missing IM
(hand)
Missing R waves

LF/HF err.

The accuracy of isovolumic moment (IM), aortic valve opening (AO), and mitral valve
closing (MC) are the percentage of total cardiac cycles where both automatic- and handannotations were present that were correctly annotated. Missing annotations are the
percentage of cardiac cycles where a particular annotation was absent. High frequency,
low-frequency normalized power, and their ratio (HF norm, LF norm, and LF/HF)
values are the differences between indices obtained from R waves and those obtained
from automatic IM annotation. For HRV index errors, values statistically different from
zero are indicated with a ∗ (p < 0.05).
for all participants and each level of LBNP.
The accuracy computations compared annotations located in the same cardiac
cycle. Because of noise or other factors, some cycles lacked either a hand-annotated
IM point, an automatically annotated IM point, or an R peak. Table 1 shows the mean
percentage of the total cardiac cycles for all participants that were missing either of
these three annotations.
The quality of the information that can be obtained from automatically annotated
SCG was quantified by comparing normalized HRV indices obtained from the gold
standard RR intervals to those obtained with IM points (Table 1). At levels of LBNP
more intense than −30 mmHg, all three indices obtained automatically were statistically
different than those obtained from RR intervals. Identified systolic profile peaks were
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Figure 6: Histogram of the estimation errors of the algorithm at baseline for all
participants (n = 18). The mean error is 0.72 ± 0.30 ms. Right A truncated version of
the histogram on the left highlighting the inaccuracies. The groups of errors centered
at ≈ ±50 ms represent errors wherein either the previous or subsequent SCG peaks
were misidentified as the isovolumic moments. The few errors near −300 ms represent
diastolic cycles mistaken for systolic cycles.

also used to compute normalized HRV indices and were compared to those obtained
from RR intervals (Table 2).
The root-mean-square error (RMSE) for IM identification was 8.4, 34.3, 28.2, 70.3,
and 72.9 ms for increasing levels of LBNP. For MC identification, RMSE was 9.6, 33.6,
27.0, 70.0, and 71.1 ms, respectively. For AO identification, it was 7.5, 33.5, 29.2, 71.6,
and 73.6 ms, respectively.
The RMSE for heart beat interval for IM-IM versus RR was 40, 71, 26, 51, and
27 ms for increasing levels of LBNP. For those obtained from profile peaks versus RR
intervals, RMSE was 40, 71, 25, 44, ans 28 ms, respectively.
Table 2: Mean ± confidence interval in percentage (%) of systolic profile peak heart rate
variability index errors for all participants (n = 18) and each level of LBNP.

HF norm err.

Baseline
−1.9 ± 1.4∗

−20
−0.7 ± 4∗

−30
−3.6 ± 2.7∗

−40
−5.2 ± 3.7∗

−50
−6.6 ± 3.3∗

LF norm err.

1.9 ± 1.5∗

0.6 ± 4.2∗

4 ± 3.2∗

5.4 ± 3.7∗

7.3 ± 3.5∗

0.24 ± 0.22∗

0.12 ± 0.59

0.77 ± 0.59∗

1.07 ± 0.69∗

1.93 ± 1.12∗

LF/HF err.

High frequency, low-frequency normalized power, and their ratio (HF norm, LF norm,
and LF/HF) values are the differences between indices obtained from R waves and those
obtained from profile peaks. Values statistically different from zero are indicated with
a ∗ (p < 0.05).
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Figure 7: Mean ± confidence interval of low-frequency to high-frequency power ratio
(LF/HF) differences from heartbeat interval obtained from R peaks for all participants
(n = 18) and each level of LBNP. Orange triangles show values for systolic profile peaks,
and blue circles show values for isovolumic moments.

4. Discussion
A new algorithm for the identification of the IM fiducial point on SCG without the use
of ECG was tested in its accuracy and consistency across levels of LBNP.
The methodology described in this study uses new techniques which distinguish
it from previously described algorithms; firstly by the design of a systolic vibration
model, and secondly by its fit using a comprehensive distance function. The systolic
vibration model was able to overcome the difficulties created by multiple extrema in
the vicinity of true fiducial points (so-called bunny-eared peaks), allowed concurrent
estimation of all systolic fiducial points, and returned a representation of participants’
general SCG morphology. The distance function that was minimized to fit the model
took into account the mean square difference, the distances between the two highest and
two lowest peaks, as well as a weighing function penalizing the earlier portion of each
systolic vibration cycle. This distance function successfully mitigated systematic errors
caused by longer-than-average systolic vibrations and inconsistent absolute extrema by
considering both simultaneously.
The accuracy of IM identification was tested by the comparison of the timings
obtained automatically to timings obtained by hand. The levels of accuracy reached
at baseline and −20 mmHg of LBNP would be largely sufficient for applications that
require either the exact amplitude, frequency, or timing of the systolic SCG fiducial
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points. As such, it could provide sufficient data to track changes in cardiac function
during hemorrhage [7].
The consistency of the algorithm was tested by comparing HRV indices obtained
from R peaks to those obtained from automatically identified IM points and profile
peaks. At baseline and −20 mmHg of LBNP, the IM-obtained indices were not
statistically different than the R peak-obtained indices, but most importantly, they had
physiologically insignificant mean differences, and relatively narrow confidence intervals.
These results support the claim that in some conditions, the algorithm is consistent
enough to perform HRV analysis without additional concurrent signals or timings.
The HRV index differences obtained from the profile peaks were slightly smaller
than those obtained from IM points, although they were never statistically different
from each other. This result illustrates the category of errors that arose from the
model fitting. Because the profile identifies the systolic cycle rather than the exact
location of the SCG fiducial point, the HBi obtained from profile peaks can sometimes
be smoother, which may translate into better index estimates. This brings to light a
trade-off that SCG identification algorithms make between accuracy and consistency,
and could provide an argument for hybrid approaches where exact IM peaks would only
be obtained from profile peaks in specific relevant heart cycles.
It is possible that the changes in intra-thoracic pressure and volume caused by
LBNP affect the mechanical properties of the heart and other constituent tissue through
which these vibrations propagate. The relationship in time between SCG fiducial points
and valve openings has been shown to be affected by certain pathologies [5], and it is
not unreasonable to think LBNP might affect it as well. SCG research would benefit
from an in-depth analysis of the exact causes of its fiducial points.
It is interesting to note that there was consistently slightly above 10% of cardiac
cycles that had automatically identified IM points that did not have hand-annotations.
There were also some cycles where IM points were identified automatically where no R
peak was identified. This points to one of the strength of automatically annotated SCG
to support concurrent cardiac measurement, both as a fail-safe, and as a low-marginalcost way of complementing already acquired data.
4.1. Limitations
The algorithm became much less accurate and consistent at levels of LBNP more intense
than −20 mmHg. This presents the clearest limitation of the study as heart monitoring
is most useful in abnormal situations. This loss of accuracy was not, however, caused by
overfitting it to baseline data. In fact, most fitting efforts were exerted at more intense
levels of LBNP, and the difficulties arose from increased inter-participant differences and
noise. Figure 8 illustrates some of these inconsistent changes, for which a parameter
change that would increase accuracy for one participant would decrease it for another.
Figure 9 shows an increase in the noise of an example participant’s signal caused
by higher levels of LBNP. Such noise could potentially be created by participants’
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Figure 8: Median systolic cycles for all participants (n = 18) across all levels of LBNP.
Each median cycle was centered at the hand-identified isovolumic moment fiducial point.
To ease comparisons between participants, each segment was divided by its maximum
absolute value.
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Figure 9: All systolic cycles for an example participant across all levels of LBNP. Each
cycle was centered at the hand-identified isovolumic moment fiducial point. To ease
comparisons between cycles, each segment was divided by its maximum absolute value.

movements or twitches, changes in the geometry and physical properties of thoracic
organs due for example to volume shifts, changes in cardio-vascular dynamics due to
decreased pre-load and after-load, etc. For this example participant, higher levels of
LBNP also increased the number of vibration peaks with amplitudes comparable to
those of fiducial points throughout the cycle. Noise and non-fiducial peaks of high
amplitude are important sources of error for the algorithm. They both modify the
profile, making it vary from the norm, and create errors in model fitting.
At all levels of LBNP, the inaccuracies of the annotation can be classified in two
groups. In the first case the SCG peak directly next to the correct one was misidentified
as IM. These errors arose from the model fit, and were consistently of ≈ ±50 ms. In
the second case, a diastolic vibration was misidentified as a systolic vibration. These
errors arose from the gap filling algorithm, and were consistently of ≈ −300 ms (Fig.
6). The percentage of cardiac cycles in which hand-annotations are present but where
automatic annotations are absent went up with increased LBNP. Although this can
partly be explained by increased noise and an altered signal morphology, the algorithm
itself was also responsible. Indeed, it was built in such a way that each individual
identification depended on the few preceding and few subsequent identifications. As
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such, if sporadic noise prevented identification in a single cycle, it would also prevent it in
surrounding cycles. This compounding-mistakes effect could account for the abruptness
of the deterioration of the accuracy. In this sense, the algorithm would be either very
accurate, or not accurate at all. This is an important limitation of the algorithm which
would need to be addressed before its use for monitoring pathological situations.
The many parameters of the algorithm were optimized by trial and error and no
systematic in-depth analysis of their cross-sensitivity was performed. Generally, it was
found that a change in one parameter that generated marginal gains in accuracy for
one participant or one level of LBNP usually created a analogous marginal losses in
accuracy for another participant or level of LBNP. Furthermore, the robustness of the
algorithm to changes in parameters was supported by the function-fitting process which
was built to include a comprehensive distance function (Equation 8) and an initial fit
to the median cycle (Fig. 5). A future version of the algorithm would benefit from an
optimization of parameters according to more easily available initial estimates upstream
in the algorithm. For example, it is possible to estimate heart rate before the model is
fit. This information could be used in the rejection step 2(c), which RR intervals smaller
than ≈ 650 ms render less reliable. In our cohort, one participant had 24 systolic cycles
rejected by this sub-step although they were accurate, all of which occurred when the
associated RR interval was less than 660 ms. Two other participants also had 3 cycles
rejected. Most probably, an algorithm based on this one, but incorporating minimal user
input could also increase its performance. By training users to correctly identify a small
number of IM points on test signals, then on their own, it would be simple to adjust
the parameters of the model and weighing function to reflect individual morphologies.
5. Conclusion
In supine position at low levels of LBNP, the algorithm was both accurate enough to
obtain precise IM timings, and consistent enough to obtain meaningful HRV indices.
These results open opportunities for stand-alone applications of SCG for home use as
well as in laboratories. It is clear, however, that the most valuable uses of SCG as a
cardiac monitoring tool would be in abnormal cases that are neither represented by the
demographics of this study’s participants or in relatively quiet conditions that exist at
LBNP intensities below −30 mmHg.
Of particular contemporary relevance are potential uses of SCG for monitoring the
elderly at home as changes in the cardiovascular system due to ageing would undoubtedly
be reflected in SCG. Although, the characteristics of the population sample included in
this study do not allow conclusions in this regard, it is conceivable that the overall
amplitude of the signal would lessen due to the heart’s diminishing contractility, and
that the frequency content of the systolic vibration could shift to lower frequencies
due to bone density loss. More directly, the work presented in this study offers a
straightforward application for the monitoring of arrythmias, the prevalence of which is
known to increase with age.
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Generally, because accelerometers are becoming ubiquitous and inexpensive, SCG
is positioning itself to become an important part of out-of-clinic cardiac monitoring.
Theoretically, any thoracic condition that alters the mechanics responsible for SCG
could be identified and monitored, most obviously pericarditis and pleurisy where
friction could dramatically increase some peaks while removing others, as well as
cardiomyopathies and cardiac insufficiencies where amplitudes should decrease in
general. Whether the modalities for this monitoring include the exact detailed
annotation of a few clean beats, or overall average statistics like heart rate, the need for
stand-alone annotation algorithms is clear.
The ability of this study’s algorithm to annotate SCG in relatively good conditions
is a step in the right direction, and solves many of the initial problems encountered in
attempting to annotate SCG automatically. With some modifications, either through
adaptive parameter optimization or initial user input, it could potentially be adapted
to annotate abnormal cases.
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